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Background

Soil Survey in Australia
States and Territories are responsible for the soil survey coverage

Coverage is not complete, is mostly broad scale, and varies in quality

Considerable experimentation with new methods (e.g. airborne 
gamma-ray spectroscopy, DEMs, climate surfaces) to fill data gaps

The Australian Collaborative Land Evaluation Program (ACLEP) is 
developing standards and better methods for acquiring and using soil 
information



The elements of ASRIS

ASRIS is an online geographic information system and it:
Provides access to the best available soil and land resource 
information across Australia

Combines the best of qualitative mapping with new quantitative 
information

Integrates soil and land information from many sources

Opens many new possibilities for monitoring and forecasting the 
condition of Australia’s soils and landscapes

Focuses on  providing estimates of functional soil attributes (e.g. soil 
pH, electrical conductivity, available water capacity) and uses soil 
classification as a means of communication



The architecture of ASRIS

ASRIS operates in the following hardware environment:
5 Windows 2003 servers

ArcIMS 9.1

ArcSDE 9.1 for SQL Server

Network load balancing cluster





The ASRIS data model

The key elements:
A spatial hierarchy of land units with seven levels of generalization

The upper three levels provide general descriptions of soils and
landscapes across the continent. 

Lower levels provide detailed information for regions where 
mapping is complete 

A consistent set of soil attributes (e.g. soil depth, permeability, water 
storage)

Soil attributes are presented for idealised soil profiles that have five 
contiguous soil horizons

A soil profile database of fully characterised sites that are 
representative of significant areas and environments

Estimates of uncertainty for soil attributes to encourage formal
analysis of the uncertainty of predictions generated
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ASRIS data delivery (1)

ASRIS delivers data via a modified ArcIMS 4.01 HTML 
Viewer with the following features.

Expanding and contracting layer list

Scrolling message featuring the latest data updates

Drill-down identify tool (including raster layers)

Toggle frame tools for maximising the map viewing area

Bookmark selector to zoom to defined regions

Scale selector to zoom to defined scales (and display current scale)

Customised print tool

Soil sites hyperlinked to detailed PDF reports







ASRIS data delivery (2)

The ASRIS viewer links to a number of web applications 
developed in the .NET framework including:

Layer metadata hyperlinked to layer name

Extract tool with user registration and usage history which features 
both public and private layers 

Soil attribute layers hyperlinked to histograms for map units

Levels 1–3 land units linked to dynamic web pages containing 
summaries of terrain, climate and regolith

Data streaming of Level 5 soil attribute information in ASCII format







Future Directions

Australian agencies are implementing standards for 
interoperability of natural resource information systems. 
Immediate tasks are:

Complete the UML/abstract model for soil information and produce
an XML/GML community schema (Natural Resources Markup 
Language – NRML)

Serve salient soil monitoring and evaluation datasets using the XML 
community schema via WFS
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